Week of March 15th, 2021

Some Canadians are guilty of (and, of course, truly sorry about) having a superiority complex – especially when it
comes to their neighbours south of the border. But while there may be some legitimate reasons to gloat, Canada’s
equity market is surely not one of them. In fact, despite more than doubling in value since 2009, the S&P/TSX
Composite Index has vastly underperformed the S&P 500 Index and many of its global counterparts over this
stretch, including more recently as investors have plowed capital back into stocks following the pandemic-induced
bear market selloff at this time last year.
Is that ever going to change? We think it could. The macroeconomic story for Canadian stocks is dramatically
improving. As unprecedented levels of fiscal and monetary stimulus continue around the world to fight the effects of
the COVID pandemic, the structure of the Canadian market should offer investors an attractive opportunity in the
years ahead. The primary reason? The S&P/TSX Composite is heavily skewed towards economically sensitive
sectors that benefit from policy stimulus, rising interest rates and higher inflation. We know the first condition
already applies; the second and third are now widely considered possible, and perhaps even likely, for the first time in
many years.
If you look at the composition of the Canadian index, it’s pretty easy to see why it is one of the most economically
sensitive global indexes in the world. In total, cyclical and/or inflation-sensitive sectors comprise 73% of the TSX
composite weight, compared with less than 40% of the S&P 500, which is geared much more towards secular
growth sectors such as Technology and Health Care. In fact, of the six economically sensitive sectors – Financials,
Materials, Industrials, Energy, Real Estate and Consumer Discretionary – five make up a bigger part of the Canadian
index than they do in its U.S. counterpart. (Consumer Discretionary is the lone exception.) On the TSX, Financials
alone account for nearly 30% of market weight; on the S&P 500, they comprise only about 10%. In short, sector
concentration in Canada is heavily skewed towards reflation and early cyclical sectors – something few other global
markets can offer.
Comparing Compositions
(see the table on the next page)

If reflation truly is the economic story going forward, then the long-term underperformance of Canadian equities
might also offer the potential for an attractive turnaround given the TSX composite has lagged the S&P 500 – the
global market leader – for so long. For the 10 years ended January 2021, the TSX’s compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) is 5.6%, according to Bloomberg data; over the same period, the S&P 500’s CAGR is 13.5%. Canadian
equities have lagged the S&P 500 by almost 8%, on an annualized basis, for the past decade – an enormous
performance differential. But as the global economy rebounds, unemployment rates drop, consumer confidence
normalizes and bond yield/inflation expectations move higher to reflect improving economic conditions, this
differential should start to narrow.
For those cyclical, inflation-sensitive stocks on the TSX\,the sweet spot of economic fundamentals is coming into
focus, as cyclical sector earnings should rebound sharply from the lows of 2020. This offers investors the potential
for massive earnings increases in 2021 at much cheaper valuations than they will find in other markets. Current
consensus earnings estimates for the TSX composite sit at $1,043 a share, Bloomberg data shows – which would
represent a staggering 35% improvement over expected 2020 earnings. And that earnings potential is available at a
relatively modest price. The price-earnings ratio of the TSX composite is still under 18 on a forward 12-month
basis—again, according to Bloomberg—representing a significant discount to both global and North American
markets; the MSCI AWCI’s P/E sits at around 21, while the S&P 500’s is at 23.

To be clear, we are not suggesting investors should “buy Canada” at the expense of U.S. stock exposures. Those
amazing earnings estimates for Canadian stocks are based on the expectation of an upswing in all cyclical sectors.
Commodity prices will need to remain firm, consumer spending will have to rebound, and bank lending and earnings
will have to normalize over the next year. In other words, a lot of things will have to go right. Meanwhile, the
framework for an economic rebound in the United States is well in place, which should continue to favour its equity
market at least through the early stages of the recovery. Yet we believe that Canadian equities might soon be worth
a deeper look from investors, as the reflationary themes being laid by governments and central banks should provide
a much better backdrop. If a sustained cyclical rally moves out of the realm of possibility and becomes a reality,
Canadian stocks might, at long last, be something to finally gloat about1.

If you have any questions or would like to talk to us about your portfolio, please email us at
leblanc.group@cgf.com or by phone at 604.661.7839. You can visit our website by following the link
http://www.leblancgroup.ca/.
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